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GEOGRAPHICAL DETERMINATION OF COVERAGE IN COMMUNICATIONS

SYSTEMS

This invention relates to geographical determination of

coverage in wireless communications systems. It is

particularly, but not exclusively, related to determination

of coverage in mobile communications systems such cellular

communications systems.

It should be noted in the following, the term "mobile

terminal" generally refers to the actual user equipment used

by a subscriber to communicate with a network over an air

interface. However, it some context, it may also refer to a

subscriber of a network operator. It is also known by the

term "user equipment" (UE) . The meaning of the term"mobile

terminal" in any particular case will be evident from the

context in which it is used.

An important aspect in network planning to provide a wireless

communications system is in ensuring that a network provides

the necessary coverage. This may be to provide even coverage

or to provide uneven coverage for example better coverage

being provided in areas in which there is the heaviest

wireless communications traffic. Coverage in this sense is

intended to refer generally to the signal strength

experienced by a mobile terminal in a cell. Accordingly, it

may also refer to the reliability of inter-cell handover.

Although there have been considerable improvements made in

network planning over the past few years enabling a planned

network to have the kind of coverage which is desired, the



operation of a resulting network implemented according to

such a plan may not be exactly as intended. For this reason,

mobile network operators employ a procedure referred to as

drive tests in which vehicles equipped with special testing

equipment travel around the area covered by a mobile network

and collect measurement data at different geographical

locations in the form of parameters such as signal strength.

This means that the mobile network operator can identify

problems such as coverage holes or places where handover

tends to faill and change the configuration of the network to

ameliorate these problems, for example by adding base

stations, or changing to beam orientation of existing base

stations .

Carrying out drive tests to obtain measurement data is

expensive and inconvenient both in terms of the cost of the

necessary equipment and of employees' or contractors' time.

Therefore, it is desired to minimise the amount of drive

testing which is conducted. This is currently under

discussion in 3GPP (3rd Generation Partnership Project) . It

has been proposed to use subscriber mobile terminals to

provide measurement data related to quality of connection

over an air interface between themselves and a radio access

network (RAN) of a mobile network and to use this data in a

network management system of the network in order to reduce

the need to carry out drive tests. Although this may not

completely eliminate the need for drive testing, it is hoped

that if the majority of coverage assessments can be carried

out based on measurement data obtained by the RAN in

communicating with subscriber mobile terminals, there is

scope for considerable cost savings. The capability to



provide the necessary measurement data from subscriber mobile

terminals to minimise the amount of drive testing required is

referred to as minimisation of drive test (MDT)

functionality .

In order for a particular subscriber mobile terminal to be

suitable for use in the collection of measurement data

related to the air interface connection quality and provide

it to the network, it is desirable for the network to know

the capabilities of that mobile terminal. Such capability

information exists in two forms: inherent capabilities such

as whether a particular mobile terminal has the capability to

support MDT and to provide location information, and variable

capabilities such as the battery level of the mobile

terminal. Generally, it is preferred that the location

information be provided in the form of global positioning

system (GPS) data although it equally location information

obtained as a result of cooperation between the mobile

terminal and the network, such as that obtained by EOTD

(Enhanced Observed Time Difference of arrival) , can be

provided. Accordingly, it will be understood that not all

mobile terminals support MDT functionality. Some mobile

terminals do not have the inherent capabilities. Some mobile

terminals do not have, at a particular time, a sufficient

level of one or more variable capabilities. In order for a

mobile terminal to be desirable for use in collection of

measurement data, it needs to be able to provide location

data indicating its position, it needs to support MDT, and it

needs to have a sufficiently high level of battery power.

These capabilities or characteristics are referred to as UE

capability information for MDT purposes and indicate the



capabilities which are desired by a network operator, that is

the network operator to which a subscriber using a particular

mobile terminal has subscribed, in order for a particular

mobile terminal to be considered suitable for it to carry out

MDT related measurements.

Currently, it is intended that this UE capability information

will be made available to elements of the RAN, for example

base station elements such as e-Node Bs (eNBs) in long-term

evolution systems or radio network controllers (RNCs) in

third generation (3G) systems.

It should be noted that in the following, where the term

eNB/RNC is used, it is referring to communications systems

which can be 3G systems, LTE systems, or both systems.

It has been proposed to use trace functionality present

within a network to gather the measurement data required for

MDT. Trace functionality can be used in a number of ways

including collecting measurement data in respect of a

specific geographical area.

There are several different types of trace function in a

cellular mobile system, such as tracing a native subscriber

in a home network, tracing of a native subscriber roaming in

another network, tracing a foreign subscriber in a home

network, tracing of equipment based on a mobile terminal

identifier such as an IMEI or IMEISV (international mobile

equipment identity or international mobile equipment identity

software version) , and tracing activities of any equipment in

a cell.



A subscriber trace is requested by an IRP Manager sending an

ActivateTrace ob operation to an IRP Agent. This IRP Agent

can forward the trace activation to an Home Subscriber Server

(HSS) or visitor location register (VLR) of a mobile

switching centre (MSC) Server, a serving gateway support node

(SGSN) or a mobility management entity (MME) in case of a

signalling based trace activation. This message contains an

identification of the subscriber to be traced (such as an

international mobile subscriber identity (IMSI)), parameters

to identify what kind of trace are requested (which

interfaces should be traced, what level of information should

be collected) , and an address of an entity which collects the

trace records. If the trace activation is sent to the HSS,

the HSS sends a MAP_ACT IVATE_TRACE_MODE message to the MSC

Server/SGSN at which the subscriber is registered. The MSC

Server/SGSN or MME forwards the Trace Activation signal to

the radio network (base station controller (BSC) /RNC/eNB)

that is serving the subscriber.

After the trace has been activated, the eNB/RNC reports all

data that is relevant to the traced subscriber to a Trace

Collection Entity (TCE) . The collected data may include the

MEASUREMENT REPORTS sent by the mobile terminal, Cell ID, and

parameters of call set-up/handovers.

The trace may be set up in such a way that it is to continue

on handover/relocation. In this case, the eNB/RNC informs the

new eNB/RNC that a trace is active when handover is

performed. The TCE then receives trace reports from the new

eNB/RNC after handover/relocation has occurred.



When a cell trace is requested, the IRP Agent sends the trace

activation signal to the RAN network element (eNB/RNC)

indicating a list of cells where the trace is activated.

After the trace has been activated, the eNB/RNC reports all

data relevant to all mobile terminals operating within the

cell to the TCE . The collected data can be the same as for

the subscriber trace.

Trace functionality is one of a number of network

capabilities which are not directly related to setting up and

managing calls which are managed by the management

architecture of a network. Figure 1 shows a 3GPP management

architecture in which the main functional blocks involved in

the management of a network are presented. The architecture

applies both to 3G and LTE systems. The architecture is

arranged in a hierarchy having at a lowest layer discrete

telecommunications entities referred to as network elements

(NEs) which can be managed over a specific interface. In a 3G

system, the NE may be an RNC . In an LTE system, the NE may be

an eNB . Above the NE layer are element managers (EMs) which

provide a package of end-user functions for the management of

a set of closely related types of NEs. An EM can either be a

functionality contained within a Domain Manager (DM) which

provides element management functions and domain management

functions for a sub-network or can be configured as part of

an NE . The DMs (or EMs) are managed by Network Managers (NMs)

which are responsible for the management of a network mainly

via EMs but also possibly directly to the NEs. The NM layer

communicates with the DM/EM layer over an interface referred

to as a type 2 interface or Itf N . The combination of the EM



layer and the NM layer is often referred to as the network

management system. Finally, the NM layer communicates with

Enterprise Systems which are information systems used by a

network operator which are not directly related to

telecommunications aspects and include functionalities such

as call centres, fraud detection and prevention systems, and

invoicing systems.

The Itf-N connects the network management system to EMs

(located in either a DM or in an NE) . This connection is made

by means of Integration Reference Points (IRPs) . An IRP

referred to as a trace IRP supports the operations that are

required for Subscriber and Equipment trace, Service Level

Trace and Cell Traffic Trace functionalities. An NM is able

to monitor a 3G-telecommunication network over the Itf-N

using the trace IRP functionality. To provide the trace

management capability for the network requires the NM and the

EM to agree on the following:* The identification of the

NEs and UE where Trace Session Activation is requested.

· The identification of the files containing the trace

records for retrieval by a TCE which is typically part on the

NM.

• The identification of the subscriber or equipment is

provided in the trace record files in the case of subscriber

and equipment trace. In the case of Cell Traffic trace, the

cell identity is provided in the trace record file. In the

case of trace in E-UTRAN, as neither the subscriber identity

nor the equipment identity are provided to eNB, none of these

identifiers are provided in the trace record files from the

eNB.



• Notification of available files containing trace records

for retrieval by a collection point indicated by an IP

address .

According to a first aspect of the invention there is

provided a method of determining geographical determination

of coverage in a communications system by obtaining

measurement data provided by a plurality of subscriber

terminals the method comprising the steps of:

requesting terminal capability information from the

subscriber terminals in a defined area;

obtaining the terminal capability information from the

subscriber terminals;

comparing the terminal capability information with capability

requirement information;

selecting selected subscriber terminals on the basis of their

capability information;

sending a trace activation command to the selected subscriber

terminals; and

receiving measurement data measured by the selected

subscriber terminals.

The geographical determination of coverage may be determined

by a network management system as a result of measurement

data received as a result of a request for selected

subscriber terminals to carry out and provide measurement

data .

Preferably the defined area is at least one cell. It may

more than one cell.



Preferably the subscriber terminal is a mobile terminal.

The geographical determination of coverage may be carried out

in a wireless communications system. It may be carried out in

a mobile communications system such as a cellular

communications system.

Preferably, when it is desired to carry out a coverage test

for a particular area, a network management system is

instructed to collect measurement data from a particular cell

or particular cells.

Preferably, a network management system requests a network

element to obtain terminal capability information. The

network element may be in a radio access network. In one

embodiment of the invention, the terminal capability

information is provided to the network element to be used by

that network element. In another embodiment of the invention,

the terminal capability information is obtained by the

network element and then provided to the network management

system, or to a network management layer, to be used by that

system, or in that layer.

In one embodiment of the invention, selected subscriber

terminals are selected by a network element in a radio access

network. In another embodiment of the invention, selected

subscriber terminals are selected by a network management

system.

The capability information may exist in two forms: inherent

capabilities and variable capabilities. An inherent



capability may be that the subscriber terminal is able to

provide location data indicating its position. This may be

provided by a GPS capability. Another inherent capability may

be that the subscriber terminal is able to support MD . A

variable capability may be that the subscriber terminal has a

sufficiently high level of battery power.

In an embodiment of the invention in which the terminal

capability information is provided to the network element to

be used by that network element, the trace activation command

may be modified by the network element from a cell trace

command, that is a command to communicate with the subscriber

terminals served by a cell for the purpose of carrying out

trace activation, into a plurality of individual trace

commands to be sent to ones of selected subscriber terminals.

The plurality of individual trace commands may be addressed

to ones of the selected subscriber terminals by connection

orientated signalling. They may be addressed by signalling

carried out according to the RRC protocol.

The network element may use connection orientated signalling

to request the capability information from the subscriber

terminals it serves. Respective served subscriber terminals

may send a capability information report via connection

orientated signalling to the network element once they have

gathered the relevant information concerning capabilities.

They may also use it to send a trace log according to the

network element.

In this embodiment of the invention, it may not be necessary

to obtain an equipment or subscriber specific identifier as a



result of sending a request for selected subscriber terminals

to carry out and provide measurement data.

In an embodiment of the invention in which the terminal

capability information is obtained by the network element and

then provided to the network management system, or to a

network management layer, to be used by that system, or in

that layer, the trace command is a mobile identifier specific

command. It may be a trace command based on an equipment or a

subscriber identifier.

Preferably, the measurement data relates to quality of

connection over an air interface between subscriber terminals

and a radio access network.

The measurement data may be sent to a network in RRC

MEASUREMENT REPORT messages.

The measurement data may be measured as a result of a network

management system noticing that there is a problem in a cell.

The measurement data may be measured when a network

management system is commanded to do so.

The measurement data may be provided by an individual

subscriber terminal as a trace log. A number of such trace

logs may be collated at a network element into a trace record

for sending on to a network management system. However, the

network element may instead send individual trace records to

the network management system in respect of individual

subscriber terminals.



In one embodiment of the invention, selecting selected

subscriber terminals is carried out by selection

functionality present a network element in a radio access

network. Alternatively, it may be present in a network

management system.

The subscriber terminal may receive a trace activation and as

a result provide measurement data which has been

automatically measured by the subscriber terminal prior to

receiving the trace activation. In response to the trace

activation the subscriber terminal may provide a report

including the measurement data. Measurement data may be

measured at the occurrence of pre-defined triggers, for

example a periodic trigger and/or a failure event. In a

variant of the invention, the subscriber terminal receives a

trace activation and then measures measurement data and

provides these to a network.

The request for selected subscriber terminals to carry out

and provide measurement data may be sent by a manager

function. The manager function may be in a network management

layer. The manager function may send the request to an agent

function. The agent function may be in an element management

layer. The request may be forwarded by the agent function to

an appropriate network element in a core network. The network

element in the core network may be configured to obtain the

subscriber terminal capabilities of the subscriber terminals

that are registered in the desired geographical area.

The manager function may activate a trace based on an

identifier of the subscriber terminal or of a subscriber.



This may be done by sending a trace activation to the agent

function. The agent may forward the trace activation to one

or more network elements in the core network.

In another embodiment of the invention, policy information

relating to subscriber terminal capability requirements, such

as the desired capabilities required for participating in

measurement data collection and/or delivery, is transferred

from a network management system to a network element in a

radio access network. The presence of the capability

requirements may act as an implicit instruction to the

network element that it is to get subscriber terminal

capability information from the subscriber terminals it is

serving. However, there might be an additional explicit

parameter instructing the network element to do this. It will

therefore be understood that the network element needs to be

specifically configured so that it can respond correctly to

the request.

The subscriber terminal capability information may be

obtained from subscriber terminals in the relevant

geographical area by the network element. The network element

may use the policy information to determine which subscriber

terminals are to be used to provide measurement data.

The network element may initiate a cell based request for

those subscriber terminals that are in the relevant

geographical area to provide capability information.

Following selection, the network element may generate a

plurality of trace activations based on the cell based



request and then initiate separate traces in respect of

individual ones of the selected subscriber terminals.

The request for selected subscriber terminals to carry out

and provide measurement data may be initiated by a manager

function. The request may be send to an agent function. The

request may contain operator policy information relating to

criteria of the kinds of subscriber terminals which should

participate in collecting measurement data.

The request may be a modified version of an ActivateTrace ob

command. It may be modified to contain subscriber terminal

capability requirements as an additional parameter or set of

parameters .

The request may be forwarded by the agent function to an

appropriate network element in the radio access network. The

network element may be configured to obtain the subscriber

terminal capabilities of the subscriber terminals that are

registered in the desired geographical area.

The network element may refer to the network operator policy

information and compare it to the capability information of

the subscriber terminals in order to select subscriber

terminals which are suitable to be used to provide

measurement data. Once subscriber terminals have been

selected, the network element may configure them for data

collection by sending to them a trace activation.

A trace activation may contain a trace reference and an

address of a relevant entity in a network management system



which is to receive a trace log. It may contain additional

information, for example that the trace is related to an MDT

operation, and/or an indication of whether it is necessary

for the subscriber terminal to include location data with the

measurement data when it sends a trace log. In response to

receiving the trace activation, a selected subscriber

terminal may start measuring the measurement data. It may

save GPS data together with the measurement data.

The mobile terminal may send the measurement data to the

network element in an RRC MEASUREMENT REPORT message. This

may be a message of this type modified to contain additional

subscriber terminal measurement data together with location

data. In another embodiment of the invention, additional

subscriber terminal measurement data together with the GPS

data is sent in a new RRC signalling message rather than in a

modified RRC MEASUREMENT REPORT message.

According to a second aspect of the invention there is

provided a communications system capable of determining

geographical coverage by obtaining measurement data provided

by a plurality of subscriber terminals comprising:

a network management system;

a radio access network comprising at least one network

element; and

a selection functionality;

the network element being capable of requesting terminal

capability information from the subscriber terminals in a

defined area;

the network element obtaining the terminal capability

information from the subscriber terminals;



the selection functionality being capable of comparing the

terminal capability information with capability requirement

information and selecting selected subscriber terminals on

the basis of their capability information;

the network management system being capable of sending a

trace activation command to subscriber terminals; and

the network management system being capable of receiving the

measurement data.

According to a third aspect of the invention there is

provided a network management system capable of requesting

and obtaining measurement data provided by a plurality of

subscriber terminals in order to determine geographical

determination of coverage in a communications system:

the network management system being capable of instructing a

network element to request terminal capability information

from the subscriber terminals in a defined area so that the

network element obtains the terminal capability information

from the subscriber terminals;

the network management system being capable of arranging for

a selection functionality to compare the terminal capability

information with capability requirement information and

select selected subscriber terminals on the basis of their

capability information;

the network management system being capable of sending a

trace activation command to subscriber terminals; and

the network management system being capable of receiving

measurement data measured by the selected subscriber

terminals .



According to a fourth aspect of the invention there is

provided a computer program product comprising software code

that when executed on a computing system performs a method of

determining geographical determination of coverage in a

communications system by obtaining measurement data provided

by a plurality of subscriber terminals the method comprising

the steps of:

requesting terminal capability information from the

subscriber terminals in a defined area;

obtaining the terminal capability information from the

subscriber terminals;

comparing the terminal capability information with capability

requirement information;

selecting selected subscriber terminals on the basis of their

capability information;

sending a trace activation command to the selected subscriber

terminals; and

receiving measurement data measured by the selected

subscriber terminals.

Preferably, the computer program product has executable code

portions which are capable of carrying out the steps of the

method .

Preferably, the computer program product is stored on a

computer-readable medium.

Embodiments of the invention will now be described, by way of

example only, with reference to the accompanying drawings in

which :

Figure 1 shows a management architecture;



Figure 2 shows a message flow diagram according to a first

embodiment of the invention; and

Figure 3 shows a message flow diagram according to a second

embodiment of the invention.

Figure 1 has been described in the foregoing.

Two embodiments of the invention will now be described. Both

embodiments relate to a situation in which a network operator

decides to carry out a geographical determination of

coverage, for example the coverage provided by a particular

base station, that is a node B or an eNB, in a particular

cell. The network operator submits a request for coverage

determination into a network management system of the network

which results in the network management system identifying a

particular geographical area, for example a particular cell.

The network management layer then uses lower hierarchical

layers in the management architecture described in relation

to Figure 1 to carry out the automatic coverage

determination. In doing this, both embodiments obtain UE

terminal capability information in respect of mobile

terminals present in the relevant geographical area, select

ones of the available mobile terminals which are suitable for

providing measurement data, and then use an appropriate trace

procedure to get the measurement data.

In a first embodiment, the UE capability information is

obtained from mobile terminals in the relevant geographical

area and is sent to the network management system together

with an IMEI and/or IMSI for each mobile terminal obtained

from the core network, for example from the MSC, the SGSN, or



the MME . The network management systems then determines which

mobile terminals are to be used to provide measurement data.

The network operator initiates an IMEI or IMSI based trace in

the network for those IMEIs/IMSIs that are in the relevant

geographical area and have the requested capabilities as will

now be described with reference to Figure 2 . This shows a

message flow, or sequence, diagram according to the first

embodiment having the following messages and/or steps

initiated by the network operator providing a suitable

request or command to the NM layer:

1 . An IRP Manager function in the NM layer sends a Start

MDT message to an IRP Agent function in the EM layer. This is

needed in order to start the procedures in the network to get

UE capability information together with the IMEI or IMEISV in

a certain geographical area.

2 . The Start MDT message is forwarded by the IRP Agent to

an appropriate network element in the core network. Although

this is shown to be an MME/SGSN/MSC this element could

instead be an eNB/RNC. All that is required is that the

network element is able to communicate with the core network

to get relevant identifiers of mobile terminals and/or

subscribers located in the relevant part of the network. The

network element in the core network is configured to obtain

information about the capabilities of the mobile terminals

that are registered in the desired geographical area. The

geographical area is identified by the cell ID which is

present in the Start MDT message. The network element in the

core network determines which mobile terminals are present in

the relevant geographical area. It also obtains the IMEIs or

IMS Is of these mobile terminals.



3 . The network element in the core network communicates

with the mobile terminals present in the relevant

geographical area via a suitable network element or suitable

network elements in the radio access network and in respect

of each mobile terminal obtains its capability information.

This can be carried out as a broadcast request to the mobile

terminals or as individual and specific requests to each of

the mobile terminals. The network element in the core network

then takes a set of capability information in respect of each

mobile terminal and adds to the set the relevant IMEI

information .

4 . The network element in the core network sends a notify

message notifying the capability information and associated

IMEIs of respective mobile terminals to the network

management system. The message is received by the IPR Agent.

5 . The IRP Agent sends a notify message notifying the

capability information and associated IMEIs/IMSIs of

respective mobile terminals to the IRP Manager. Once the IRP

Manager has received this information, it refers to network

operator policy information and compares policy information

to the capability information for the terminals and

identifies those terminals which are suitable to be used to

provide measurement data. It also identifies the IMEIs/IMSIs

in respect of these mobile terminals. In both this embodiment

and the following embodiment, the policy information may

include required capabilities such as the mobile terminals

supporting GPS, the mobile terminals having more that a

specified amount, say 80%, of their available battery

capacity, and total or available memory space greater than a

specified amount, for example greater than lOOkBytes.



6 . The IRP Manager activates an IMEI/IMSI-based trace only

in respect of those mobile terminals having capability

information which meets the criteria set out in the network

operator policy information by sending a trace activation

message to the IRP Agent. The trace activation is done on the

basis of IMEI or IMEISV or IMSI.

7 . The IRP Agent forwards the trace activation message to

the core network, for example to one or more of the

MME/SGSN/MSC-S network elements in the case that signalling

based trace activation is to occur or to the RAN, for example

to the eNB/RNC, in the case that management based trace

activation is to occur.

8 . The core network forwards the trace activation message

to the radio access network, for example to an eNB/RNC

network element.

9 . The eNB/RNC network element activates a trace in respect

of the selected mobile terminal, for example in accordance

with the standard 3GPP TS 32.422. This can be either

signalling based or management based trace activation.

10. When any activity is done by the traced mobile terminal

which is relevant to the trace, the activity is logged and in

addition location information is obtained at a time

associated with the logging of the activity. The logged

information and associated location information is forwarded

to the TCE as defined by 3GPP TS 32.422 and 32.423. The

information is provided by an individual mobile terminal as a

trace log and is then collated at the eNB/RNC into trace

records for sending on to the TCE. However, the eNB/RNC may

instead send individual trace records to the TCE in respect

of individual mobile terminals.



Based on this architecture the UE capability information is

sent from the eNB/RNC to the NM layer via the Itf-N

interface .

It should be noted in relation to Figure 2 that the command

ActivateTrace ob includes a flag which indicates that the

trace activation is being carried out in respect of an MDT

operation. The trace activation which is generated in the IRP

Agent and is conveyed to the mobile terminal also carries

this flag so it can be received by the mobile terminal which

then understands that it needs to carry out additional

measurements related to MDT.

In a second embodiment, an operator policy information

relating to mobile terminal capabilities, such as the desired

capabilities required for participating in measurement data

collection and/or delivery, is transferred from a network

management system to a network element in the RAN of the

network. The policy information may be sent for each coverage

check or automatically sent from time to time. The UE

capability information is obtained from mobile terminals in

the relevant geographical area by the network element in the

RAN which then uses the operator policy information to

determine which mobile terminals are to be used to provide

measurement data. The network element in the RAN initiates a

cell based trace for those mobile terminals that are in the

relevant geographical area and have the requested

capabilities as will now be described with reference to

Figure 3 . This shows a message flow, or sequence, diagram

according to the second embodiment having the following



messages and/or steps initiated by the network operator

providing a suitable request or command to the NM layer.

1 . An IRP Manager function in the NM layer sends a Start

MDT message to an IRP Agent function in the EM layer. This

operation contains the operator policies regarding collection

of measurement data and includes a detailed list of criteria

of the kinds of mobile terminals should participate in the

data collection for MDT. This is needed in order to start the

procedures in the network to gather UE capability information

in a certain geographical area.

2 . The Start MDT message is forwarded by the IRP Agent to

an appropriate network element in the RAN, for example an

eNB/RNC. The network element in the RAN is configured to

obtain the UE capability information of the mobile terminals

that are registered in the desired geographical area. The

geographical area is identified by the cell ID. The network

element in the RAN determines which mobile terminals are

present in the relevant geographical area.

3 . The network element in the RAN communicates with the

mobile terminals present in the relevant geographical area

and in respect of each obtains its capability information.

4 . The network element in the RAN refers to the network

operator policy information it received in step 2 and

compares it to the capability information for the mobile

terminals and identifies those mobile terminals which are

suitable to be used to provide measurement data. If a match

is found and a mobile terminal is selected (steps 3 . and 4.),

the eNB/RNC can use the selected mobile terminal for

measurement data collection for MDT purposes. To do this it

configures the selected mobile terminal for MDT data



collection by sending a trace activation to the selected

mobile terminals as is now described in the following step 5 .

5 . Based on this selection, a trace is activated in respect

of each of the selected mobile terminal. This is referred to

in the Figure as "trace activation to selected UEs". The

trace activation contains a trace reference, the IP address

of the TCE (where to send the trace log) , and possibly some

additional information about MDT, for example whether it is

necessary for the mobile terminal to include GPS data with

the measurement data when it sends a trace log to the

eNB/RNC. In response to receiving the trace activation the

mobile terminal starts its MDT logging feature, that is it

starts measuring additional new mobile terminal measurements

and if needed saves the GPS data together with those

measurements.

6 . When any activity is done by the traced mobile terminal

which is relevant to the trace, the activity is logged and in

addition location information is obtained at a time

associated with the logging of the activity. The logged

information and associated location information is forwarded

to the TCE as defined by 3GPP TS 32.422 and 32.423. The

information is provided by an individual mobile terminal as a

trace log and is then collated at the eNB/RNC into trace

records for sending on to the TCE. However, the eNB/RNC may

instead send individual trace records to the TCE in respect

of individual mobile terminals.

In this embodiment of the invention, the Start MDT command is

a modified version of an ActivateTrace ob command. Both

commands contain the parameters:



iOCInstance which specifies the DN of ManagedEntity instance

where Trace Session is to be activated;

listOflnterfaces;

listOf eTypes which specifies the type of ManagedFunctions;

traceDepth which shows the traceDepth set to the Trace

Session;

traceRef erence which identifies the TraceSession;

traceTarget which specifies whether the trace shall be

activated by IMSI, IMEI (SV) , Public ID, Cell (identified by

its DN id) and in the case that an ActivateTrace ob command

or Start MDT command is used to request a cell trace, the

traceTarget parameter contains the cell where the trace is to

be activated.

triggeringEvent ; and

traceCollectionEntityAddress which specifies the address to

the TCE that is associated to the Trace ob .

In addition, the Start MDT command contains the UE capability

requirements as an additional parameter or set of parameters.

The Start MDT command, on being received by eNB/RNC, acts as

a trigger for the following steps to occur:

1 ) send a UE capability information request to the mobile

terminals which it is serving (or a sub-set of such mobile

terminals, for example selected randomly) requesting them to

provide a UE capability information report to the eNB/RNC of

a predetermined set of UE capability information or of UE

capability information identified in the UE capability

information request;



2 ) receive the UE capability information report containing

the UE capability information and extract them from the UE

capability information report;

3 ) compare the extracted UE capability information with the

UE capability requirements;

4 ) identify selected mobile terminals having a set of UE

capability information which match the UE capability

requirements ;

5 ) generate separate trace activations in respect of the

selected mobile terminals on the basis of the Start MDT

command and send the trace activations to the selected mobile

terminals; and

6 ) report measurement data gathered as a result of the trace

activation in respect of the selected mobile terminals.

As is apparent, in this embodiment the network operator

policy information is transferred from the network management

system to the network so the network can select the

appropriate mobile terminals for the collection of

measurement data.

In this embodiment, a mobile terminal and the eNB/RNC by

which it is served communicate according to connection

orientated signalling, the connection having been established

and being maintained according to the Radio Resource Control

(RRC) protocol. The eNB/RNC uses the connection orientated

signalling to request the UE capability information from the

mobile terminals it serves and once the respective served

mobile terminals have gathered the relevant information

concerning their capabilities, they likewise can send a UE

capability information report according to the connection



orientated signalling to the eNB/RNC. The eNB/RNC also uses

the connection orientated signalling to send the trace

activations to the served mobile terminals and once the

respective served mobile terminals have gathered the relevant

measurement data, they likewise can send a trace log

according to the connection orientated signalling to the

eNB/RNC. In this case the trace activation does not have to

contain a specific identifier of a mobile terminal and only

needs to contain that information referred to above, that is

the address of the TCE and a trace reference.

The mobile terminal may send the measurement data to the

eNB/RNC in a number of ways. It may use RRC MEASUREMENT

REPORT messages, that is the messages periodically sent by a

mobile terminal to a network indicating the radio conditions

it is experiencing at the time of making the measurements,

that is downlink-based measurements. It may contain

indications of signal strength of base stations which are

potential handover candidates. In one embodiment of the

invention, the MEASUREMENT REPORT messages may be modified to

contain additional mobile terminal measurement data together

related to the MDT feature (such as those referred to in the

foregoing) with GPS data as an additional parameter. The

measurement data in a particular MEASUREMENT REPORT message

(either that normally present in a MEASUREMENT REPORT

message, additional mobile terminal measurement data, or

both) applies to a particular time at which the GPS data was

recorded or cover a particular time period during which the

GPS data was recorded. The modified MEASUREMENT REPORT

message may also contain a time stamp.



In another embodiment of the invention, the additional mobile

terminal measurement data together with the GPS data is sent

in a new RRC signalling message rather than in a modified RRC

MEASUREMENT REPORT message.

As referred to above, both in relation to the first and

second embodiments of the invention, the mobile terminal may

carry out a number of additional mobile terminal measurements

related to the air interface for MDT purposes. For example,

it may carry out one or more of the following:

i ) periodic downlink pilot measurements;

ii) specified measurements if a specified serving cell

metric becomes worse than a configured threshold;

iii) specified measurements if the mobile terminal transmit

power headroom becomes less than a configured threshold;

iv) specified measurements if a random access failure

occurs ;

v ) specified measurements if the mobile terminal fails to

decode a particular channel a specified number of times; or

vi) specified measurements if the mobile terminal fails to

read a specific common channel to acquire required system

information for camping on a cell, for example a broadcast

channel .

In respect of i ) , the following parameters may be measured -

the location at which concerned measurements took place, and

the respective times of the measurements, the cell at which

the measurement took place, and the cell measurements

themselves .



In respect of measurements taken in response to a trigger,

the following parameters may be measured (as appropriate) -

the location at which concerned trigger took place and the

location at which concerned measurements took place, and the

respective times of the triggers and the measurements, the

cell at which the concerned trigger took place, cell

measurements that are available at the occurrence of the

trigger and cell measurements that are available during a

certain period before and after the occurrence of concerned

trigger. In the case of failures related to channels, the

failure cause for each failure may be recorded and also the

channel type for which failure happens.

The mobile terminal may store one of more of these sets of

measurements and then report them in response to a trace

activation carried out to that mobile terminal by the

network .

The mobile terminals send measurement reports, whether in the

form of modified MEASUREMENT REPORT messages or new RRC

signalling messages, together with the GPS data whenever they

have been activated to perform MDT measurement data

collection. That is, if the trace is activated to the mobile

station, then the mobile station sends the measurement

reports together to the network automatically. As a result, a

number of trace logs are generated by respective mobile

terminals as a result of one Start MDT command and can be

reported to the network management system as a number of

separate trace reports or as a combined trace report, with

one trace log coming from one mobile terminal as a result of

one trace activation. As mentioned in the foregoing, each



mobile terminal may send its own trace log with the GPS

to the eNB/RNC and the eNB/RNC may then combine several

mobile terminal trace logs into one trace report.

It will be understood that the network, for example the

eNB/RNC may also generate measurement data, for example

indicating the radio conditions it is experiencing at the

time of making the measurements, that is uplink-based

measurements .

Whether the eNB/RNC receives a modified MEASUREMENT REPORT

message containing additional mobile terminal measurement

data related to the MDT feature together with the GPS data as

an additional parameter or whether the eNB/RNC receives

conventional MEASUREMENT REPORT messages and a new RRC

signalling message containing the additional mobile terminal

measurement data together with the GPS data, both kinds of

data, that it that present in a conventional MEASUREMENT

REPORT message and additional mobile terminal measurement

data and the GPS data as an additional parameter, can be

provided to the network management system for the purposes of

determining network coverage. In addition, any measurement

data generated by the eNB/RNC related to uplink radio

conditions may also be included. In order to include

different types of data in this way, that is generated by

different parts of the communication system and generated for

different purposes, time stamps associated with different

data items, for example associated with conventional

measurement data in MEASUREMENT REPORT messages, the

additional mobile terminal measurement data, the GPS data,



and measurement data generated by the eNB/RNC, may be

correlated .

As will be apparent from the foregoing, there are a number of

differences between the first and the second embodiments. One

difference is that although both embodiments both have a

Start MDT message, these are different messages which cause

different outcomes. In the first embodiment, the Start MDT

message triggers the gathering of mobile terminal capability

information and a mobile terminal or subscriber identifier. A

trace activation is then a later operation which occurs once

the network management system has received and processed the

mobile terminal capability information. It is only after this

point that trace activation occurs. In the second embodiment,

the Start MDT message is a modified trace activation message

and so this message triggers both the gathering of mobile

terminal capability information and trace activation.

However, it does not trigger to obtaining of a mobile

terminal or subscriber identifier.

A communication system according to the invention may be

configured to carry out a coverage investigation either in a

reactive mode, for example as a result of a network

management system noticing that key performance indicators,

such as a high rate of dropped calls, indicate a problem in a

cell, or in a proactive mode, for example following an

environmental change in the geographical area covered by a

network (this could be caused by a building being erected) it

is desired to check if network coverage is affected. The

system may be configured to operate both in reactive mode and

in proactive mode.



An advantage of the invention is that trace functionality can

be used for configuring selected mobile terminals for data

collection and the trace functionality ensures that the

measurement data related to measurements carried out in the

network and measurements carried out in the mobile terminal

can be transferred to the same place, that is the same

entity, and these two types of data can be readily

correlated .

While preferred embodiments of the invention have been shown

and described, it will be understood that such embodiments

are described by way of example only. Numerous variations,

changes and substitutions will occur to those skilled in the

art without departing from the scope of the present

invention. Accordingly, it is intended that the following

claims cover all such variations or equivalents as fall

within the spirit and the scope of the invention.



Claims

1 . A method of determining geographical determination of

coverage in a communications system by obtaining measurement

data provided by a plurality of subscriber terminals the

method comprising the steps of:

requesting terminal capability information from the

subscriber terminals in a defined area;

obtaining the terminal capability information from the

subscriber terminals;

comparing the terminal capability information with capability

requirement information;

selecting selected subscriber terminals on the basis of their

capability information;

sending a trace activation command to the selected subscriber

terminals; and

receiving measurement data measured by the selected

subscriber terminals.

2 . A method according to claim 1 in which a network

management system requests a network element present in a

radio access network to obtain terminal capability

information .

3 . A method according to claim 1 or claim 2 in which the

terminal capability information is provided to the network

element to be used by that network element to select the

selected subscriber terminals.



4 . A method according to claim 3 in which the trace

activation command is modified by the network element from a

cell trace command into a plurality of individual trace

commands to be sent to ones of selected subscriber terminals.

5 . A method according to claim 4 in which the plurality of

individual trace commands are addressed to ones of the

selected subscriber terminals by connection orientated

signalling .

6 . A method according to any preceding claim in which

policy information relating to subscriber terminal capability

requirements is transferred from a network management system

to a network element a radio access network.

7 . A method according to claim 6 in which the policy

information is included in a request for selected subscriber

terminals to carry out and provide measurement data.

8 . A method according to claim 6 in which the policy

information is compared with the capability information in

order to select subscriber terminals which are suitable to be

used to provide measurement data.

9 . A method according to any preceding claim in which the

policy information request is a modified version of an

ActivateTrace ob command which has been modified to contain

subscriber terminal capability requirements as an additional

parameter or set of parameters



10. A method according to claim 2 in which the terminal

capability information is obtained by the network element and

then provided to the network management system to be used by

that system to select the selected subscriber terminals.

11. A method according to claim 10 in which the following

the selection of the selected subscriber terminals, the

network management systems sends a trace command based on an

equipment or a subscriber identifier.

12 . A method according to any preceding claim in which the

subscriber terminal receives a trace activation and as a

result provides measurement data which has been automatically

measured by the subscriber terminal prior to receiving the

trace activation.

13. A method according to any preceding claim in which once

subscriber terminals have been selected, the network element

configure them for data collection by sending to them a trace

activation.

14. A method according any preceding claim in which the

subscriber terminal measures location data which is

associated with the measurement data.

15. A method according to any preceding claim in which the

geographical determination of coverage is carried out in a

mobile communications system.



16. A communications system capable of determining

geographical coverage by obtaining measurement data provided

by a plurality of subscriber terminals comprising:

a network management system;

a radio access network comprising at least one network

element; and

a selection functionality;

the network element being capable of requesting terminal

capability information from the subscriber terminals in a

defined area;

the network element obtaining the terminal capability

information from the subscriber terminals;

the selection functionality being capable of comparing the

terminal capability information with capability requirement

information and selecting selected subscriber terminals on

the basis of their capability information;

the network management system being capable of sending a

trace activation command to subscriber terminals; and

the network management system being capable of receiving the

measurement data.

17. A network management system capable of requesting and

obtaining measurement data provided by a plurality of

subscriber terminals in order to determine geographical

determination of coverage in a communications system:

the network management system being capable of instructing a

network element to request terminal capability information

from the subscriber terminals in a defined area so that the

network element obtains the terminal capability information

from the subscriber terminals;



the network management system being capable of arranging for

a selection functionality to compare the terminal capability

information with capability requirement information and

select selected subscriber terminals on the basis of their

capability information;

the network management system being capable of sending a

trace activation command to subscriber terminals; and

the network management system being capable of receiving

measurement data measured by the selected subscriber

terminals.

18. A computer program product comprising software code that

when executed on a computing system performs a method of

determining geographical determination of coverage in a

communications system by obtaining measurement data provided

by a plurality of subscriber terminals the method comprising

the steps of:

requesting terminal capability information from the

subscriber terminals in a defined area;

obtaining the terminal capability information from the

subscriber terminals;

comparing the terminal capability information with capability

requirement information;

selecting selected subscriber terminals on the basis of their

capability information;

sending a trace activation command to the selected subscriber

terminals; and

receiving measurement data measured by the selected

subscriber terminals.
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